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n chis chapter, seven teachers

Table 4-1

will cell the stories of how they

Approaches to the study
of packaging and structures

implemented activities and units on
packaging and structures at levels
ranging from pre-kindergarten/kindergarten co sixth grade. Five of the
teachers focused on analysis and design
of packaging technologies. The ocher
two engaged their students in designing
and making useful classroom structures
from discarded packaging materials.

Getting Started
Brianstorming about what constitutes a package, including natural
and artificial packages
Collecting and sorting examples of packaging
Brainstorming problems at school and home that could be solved by
creating new structures

All of the activities in chis chapter are

Analysis

summarized in Table 4-1.

Exploring some of the relationships between a package and
its contents
Testing bags, boxes, cushioning materials, and pump dispensers
to find out their mechanical properties
Determining how the following variables affect the strength of
a cardboard shelf: type of glue, lamination method, shape,
support method

Design
Repairing and redesigning bags
Designing cushioning systems for a fragile product
Creating portable storage units for transporting shoebox dioramas
Designing and making cardboard shelves for the classroom
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vi..nalyzing

and Designing Packaging

Technology in the Early Childhood
Classroom by TheresaLuongo

Theresa Luongo is a pre-K/K teacher at
Central Park East 2, a small alternative
school in East Harlem. Packaging
became an ongoing activity in her class-

Most children are in my class for two full school years. They enter at approximately four years of age in pre-kindergarten, and stay with me until the
end of kindergarten, when they are approximately six years old. This school
year (1998-99) my class is made up of two-thirds kindergarten students
and only one-third pre-kindergarten, due to budget cuts for pre-K. I have
23 students in my class and a full-time paraprofessional.
My classroom is spacious. The room is divided into work areas where small
groups of children engage in a wide range of activities. There is a large rug
area where we come together to meet and share work and read. The various
areas of the room reflect the choices available to the children during work
time: Sand, Water, Math, Discover, Blocks, Dramatic Play, Construction,
Painting, Cooking, Clay, Writing, Library and Listening. (See Figure 4-1.) Each
day, the classroom transforms into a workshop atmosphere where children
work together on projects.

room as her children became intrigued
with the properties of boxes, bags, and
pump dispensers. Many of the activities
were initiated by the children, who
found new usesfor the pump dispensers
and discovered how to modify and repair
bags. Theresa came away ftom these
activities with a new appreciation for
the potential of technology in the early
childhood classroom.

4-1: Theresa's map of her classroom
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There are certain universals shared
among most early childhood teachers.
One is that learning is a social
process. Another is that learning is
active, not passive. If we want our
students to be active learners and use
language for real purposes, we need
to create classroom environments
that encourage this. The classroom
itself should be viewed as a workshop
or studio where experimentation
and dialogue take place among the
students. Each day a certain amount
of time should be devoted to student
projects and experimentation. In my
school we call it "Work Time."
By setting aside a time each day for
students to make choices about
where they will work, we are helping
them pursue their interests and
make choices about their learning.
Initially, Theresa was reluctant to
integrate technology into this already

As I read more and talked with
participants who had been part of
Stuff That Works! the previous year, I
started to broaden my understanding
of what technology is. I began to
see how technology could fit into
what happens naturally in the kindergarten classroom and how important
it is to expose young children to
technology and their part in it.
Technology promotes language development naturally. When children
come together to repair something or
understand the way a mechanical
device works, they are forced to use
language for real reasons.
It isn't necessary to set up a
Technology Corner or a Technology
Center for technology activities to
take place in the classroom. I want to
stress the importance of using
technology as an integral part of
what already exists in the classroom.
Theresa sought an aspect of tech-

rich environment. Her overriding goals

nology that would fit neatly into one

are in the areas of language arts, and

of the work areas in her classroom.

she was not sure how technology would

She wanted her students to explore

contribute to those objectives. She

technology in the context of the things

writes:
One goal of most early childhood
teachers is to promote language
and literacy development. As a
kindergarten teacher, I didn't see
how technology could help me
achieve that goal and I was skeptical
about the role it would play in
my classroom. One of my reservations centered around my feelings
of inadequacy about technology in
general. I was equally concerned
about trying to do something new,
in addition to everything that was
happening in my classroom already.

they were already doing. In addition,
she was hoping that they would pursue
these investigations over the long
term, revisiting their own questions as
new ideas arose. Theresa decided to
introduce pump dispensers-the

kind

found on lotion and cleanser bottlesinto the water table in her classroom.
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How Do We Get the
Smelly Water Out of
the Water Table?
This was something I knew I could
fit into an area already established in
my classroom, the water table. Our
water table has a large basket underneath where various objects are kept.
Among those objects was one large
plastic pump. During a meeting at
the rug area I brought over a pump
dispenser (filled with water) and
a clear plastic cup. I explained that
the children going to the water table
would have a chance to use these
kinds of pumps. I then passed the
pump dispenser and cup around to
give the students a chance to use it.
Up to three students at a time
may go to the water table. In addition
to water toys, several pump dispensers
were available. Each day I encouraged
different students to choose Water
as a Work Time activity. The students
began experimenting with the
pumps. Initially, the children didn't
all know that the tube needed to be
in the water. They tried to fill the
tube with buckets of water, basters,
large spoons, etc., only to turn the
pump over and have the water spill
out. (See Figure 4-2.)
Here is a sample of the talk at the
water table:
DIONISIO:
It I s l,t,1!,l,li11g1 tl-1e water

is

b1.Abbli11g.We wiade it btAbble.

JUSTIN (holding a meat baster):
How does

tl-1is tl-1i11gwork?

JUSTIN:
I k11ow. Yo!A !,,,ave to p!Asl-1it
7tl-1e tipf real 1-1ard.
DIONISIO:
sq1Aee:z:eit.

THERESA (the teacher):

How do

THERESA (holding up the pump):

tl-1i11kit works?

How does
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YolA !,,,ave to

fill

it !Ap. He,!11 we

11eed sowie l-1elp !,,,ere. I ca111t p!At

YolA !,,,ave to

_!10IA

DIONISIO (turning the pump
upside down):

tl-1is work?

water

i11tl-1is tl-1i11g.

JUSTIN:
Yo1A sl-1o1Ald fill

it i11tl-1e si11k.
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Both students worked on filling
the tube upside down, only to have
the water spill out when it was
turned over. Finally, they decided to
submerge the pump's tube in
the water.
I asked the students to start
looking for pumps at home. The
one deal I've made with the class
is, "If you bring in a pump, you will
definitely get a chance to go to
the water table during Work Time
that day." Now we have a rather
extensive pump collection that keeps
growing. (See Figure 4-3.)
Once I felt the students had had
enough time to play with and explore
the pumps, I began our experiment.

Theresa continues:
With each test, we would record
the results of our experiment and
the date on a chart. (See Figure 4-5.)
After several trials, we started testing

three different pumps labeled #4, #5,
and #6. These pumps are closer in
size to one another than the pumps
used in the first trials.

The students selected three
pumps of various sizes and labeled
them #1, #2, and #3, and also numbered three cups. Then, taking turns,
each child operated a pump just
once, with the flow directed into the
cup with the same number. (See Figure

4-4.) The question was "Which pump
will pump the most water?"
As we continue to test our pumps,
the students are asking and answering
their own questions about how the
pumps work. Some are convinced
the bigger the pump, the more
water it will be able to pump. Others
aren't sure if that's true.
In the course of these investigations,
some children came to see the pumps
as useful tools, as well as interesting
objects to experiment with. There was
a real problem that the pumps could
solve: "How do we get the smelly water
out of the water table?" They recognized
not only that the pumps could do the
job, but also that the large pumps
could do it faster.
Chapter 4 I Stories
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One student actually tried using a
spray pump to empty the water table.
Now, when it's time to clean the water
table, the students are using the large
pumps and taking turns doing the
pumping. The study of pumps and
they way they work is now part of our
classroom environment.
Theresa was very pleased with this
sequence of events. The study of
pumps seemed to fulfill her goal of
stimulating language development. As
an added and unexpected bonus, her
students had discovered for themselves
chat they could solve real problems
using their newly developed knowledge
of these devices.
The study of bags proved to be
even more fruitful. As with the pump
dispensers, Theresa integrated this
activity into an existing work areathis time the block area.

From Bag Testing to Bag
Repair and Redesign
We began in the block area with an
activity designed to test the strength
of two small shopping bags. During
a group meeting before Work Time, I
asked the students who chose Blocks
to see how many blocks they could
fit into the two bags and to find out
which bag could hold more. I asked
the students to work as a group to
fill each of the bags. (See Figure 4-6.)
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Once one of the bags broke, I talked about it first with
the small group and then with the class. I wanted them to
investigate which part of the bag broke. (See Figure 4-7.)
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This too has taken on its own life
in the classroom. It's interesting
seeing the rules they make up for
packing and unpacking the bag, as
the following dialogue illustrates:
RONALD:
We got to

do it tl1is wa~.

LANGSTON:
I k11ow wl1at 11M go1111ado •••
RONALD:
YorA gotta

sli,are tli,e blocks.

LANGSTON:
I aM sl1ari11g.
DANIELLE:
First we fill tl1is bag. Wl1o 1s
l1elpi11gMe~ E3-ria1 get tli,e
blocks dow11. E3-ria1 11M getti11g
tl1e blocks dow11.
LANGSTON:
Look. He~ look! 11M al Most
fi11isl1ed witl-1 K-1~ bag.

LANGSTON:
11M fi11isl1ed. Wa11t to

see~

When both bags were filled up,
the children tried carrying them
around the classroom to show the
other students. I asked them to find
out how many blocks each bag had.
We never really found out. Instead,
the objective became just taking the
blocks out carefully.
DANIELLE:
We 11eedto Make a big pile.
,11eresa likes it wl1e11it 1s i11a
pile.
RONALD:
I I ff 11elp 11old tl1eK1.
BRIA (counting each block as it's
taken out of the bag):
O11eI two tli,ree I forAr ••• PrAt
tl.1eM 011 top of eacl-1otli,er.

RONALD:

RONALD:
We 11eedto take t1Ar11s. We all
11eed0111~011e block at a tiMe.

YoLAca111t pLAt tl1eM i11 like tl1at.

LANGSTON:

'Tli,e~

wo111t

fit

like tl1at.

Yea'11 like l'M doi11g.

Once the bag was empty, they
lost count, and proceeded to fill the
bag again until the handle broke off
one of the bags.
As with the pump explorations, the
students took the bag testing in a direction Theresa hadn't anticipated. They
decided to repair the broken bags!

After the handle ripped off one
of our shopping bags, Langston, a
pre-K student, informed me that he
knew how to fix it. I suggested that
he go to the Construction area and
repair it. Langston took out tape
and began mending the bag. Mariah
(who's also in pre-K) came over to
find out what was going on. She
stayed and helped Langston fix the
shopping bag. (See Figure 4-8.)
Soon, another bag ripped in the
Blocks area. This one tore on the side
seam. Langston and Mariah carefully
worked to repair the shopping bag.
(See Figure 4-9.)
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I asked them how I could turn my
small brown paper lunch bag into a
shopping bag. Here's the advice
they gave me:
MARIAH:
YoLA 11eed stri11q,

f:10LAk11ow.

LANGSTON:
Yea'1!

I took their advice and took out
string and scissors. Langston began
folding down the edge of the shopping bag, which was something he
had observed on the larger shopping
bags.
MARIAH:
We 11eed qlLAe.

I suggested putting holes in the
bag and asked if they thought that
might work. Both Langston and
Mariah thought it was a good idea.
After I punched the holes, Mariah
worked with the string to make
knots and handles. (See Figure 4-10.)
When they were finished, they
brought it over to the Block area.
MARIAH:
We're 110-t p1Atti11q blocks
baq.

i11t'1is
C?o f:10LAk11ow w'1!:1'.?

THERESA:
W'1!:1'.?
MARIAH:
1-Ws baq will break.

As a result of what Langston and
Mariah did, bag testing and especially
bag repair caught on. They became
among the most popular Work Time
activities in Theresa's class.
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Now the students are figuring out
how to repair the bags and discovering
where the bags tear most frequently.
The children have the opportunity
to continue to test the bags over
and over again and repair the bags
over and over again. Only by trial-anderror will the students discover which
tape works best or what will help
strengthen the various bags. Each
day more children seem to want to
go to the Block area and test the bags
so they can get a chance to repair
them.

Recently a child in the class gave
out party bags, which were small
shopping bags, to each student in
the class. Following the party, students
started bringing the bags back
to school to put in the Block area.
They also feel empowered by
being able to fix something. Bag repair
has led to children repairing other
things in the room. They must think,
"Well, we can fix those paper bags.
Why not fix these torn book covers?"
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After Taylor, another pre-K student,
witnessed Langston and Mariah
taping a shopping bag, she informed
me that she wants to go to the
Construction area so she can repair
the torn cover on one of our big
books. This will lead to numerous
technology opportunities in the classroom. What if our Construction area
also became a repair station for broken objects and materials in the classroom? I can't help but feel excited
for the child who breaks or tears
something, only to learn it can probably be fixed. And even if it can't be
repaired, it's worth trying. Think of
the message it sends! We live in a
throw-away society. Suddenly we find
children starting to repair things
rather than just asking for new ones.

In her concluding reflections,
Theresa discusses the potential for technology in the early childhood classroom:
Technology becomes real for early
childhood students and teachers
when it's used for real purposes.
When children in my class go to the
Construction area and figure out how
to repair a bag they used in the Block
area, they are doing many things:
1. They must work together to
figure out what the problem is.
Where did the bag tear?
2. They must negotiate how they
will fix it.
3. They must test the materials
they will use to repair the bag.
4. Most important, it was their
choice to repair the bag, so
they feel vested in what they
are doing.

My goal is to provide a classroom
environment that allows children to
make choices about the activities
they will participate in. Some children wish to experiment with things
until they know the materials insideout and feel they have mastered
them. Others like to try new things
all the time. The classroom needs to
allow for the individual learning style
of each student.
My role as the teacher is to find a
point of entry for each child, one
that supports his or her needs and
allows for differences. Now I see
technology as an integral part of my
classroom and curriculum. The children have given technology it's own
life in the classroom and I support it.
I began by feeling cautious with a
single pump, but now I can't imagine
my classroom without technology.

Packaging as Raw Material for Language Arts,
Science Process, and Math by VeronaWilliams
Verona Williams is a third-grade teacher in the South Bronx, New York City.
Her goals for her unit on packaging were to develop her students' abilities in language
arts and quantitative reasoning. She began by having students define "package"
and classify bags and packages and explain their uses. The children's own questions
and suggestions eventually led to some systematic testing of bags. Verona'sstory features
her assessment of individual children's strengths and weaknesses, based on their
writings about packaging. Verona used packaging as a theme for teaching a variety
of subjects, including language arts, science, and math. She began by having her
students try to explain the word "packaging. "Here is her account:
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What Is Packaging?
I asked the students to brainstorm in
cooperative groups and answer the
following:
• List all different types of
packaging things you know.
• What is packaging?
The class was divided into seven
groups. I gave each group three
packages to study. I asked them
to define "packaging" and to list
everything they thought had anything to do with packaging. They
listed thirigs found in packages as
well as things that are considered
packages. (See Figure 4-11.)
Some of their definitions of
packaging were:
I tl1i.-ik it is w11e.-i!:jOIApack
tl1i .-igs a.-id '7oots I to!:js.
Packagi.-ig is wl1e.-i!:jOIAp!At
sowiet'1i.-ig i.-i a '7ag.
I tl1i.-ik tl1at packagi.-ig is w11e.-i
I l1A.-ic'1.

f:iOIAsl1op for s'1oes 1 '1ats

4-11: What Is packaging?

Date
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1. What is packaging?
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3. Study the items on you( desk.
a)Object name
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Wrife what you notice about them.

and draw it.
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Packagi.-ig is wl1e.-i!:jOIAp!At
st1Aff i.-i a plastic '7ag.

Each group shared their list of
different types of packages. Below is
a summary of their lists:
• different foods that come in
packages (15 instances)
• toys (6)
• gifts (3)
• plastic bags (3)
• bags (2)
• clothes (since they cover
the body)
• book bags
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When asked why "food" was given
as a package type, several students
said that it belongs because food
is bought in different wrappings. Even
though they listed many items
found in cans and boxes, they did
not seem to associate these as types
of packages.
I then asked the whole class,
"From this activity, did we learn what
packaging is?" Some of the
answers were:

JUAN:
Yes. Packagi.-ig is wl1e.-i!:jOIAp!At
a lot of st1Aff i.-i a '7ag 1 t'1e.-i
p!At it i.-i a carriage.

MARADIS:
Packagi.-ig is w11e.-i!:jOIAgo to
tl1i.-igs 1
t'1e store a.-id !:jOIA'71A!:j
tl1e.-i p!At tl1ewi i .-i a '7ag.

Packaging

4-12: Investigating

Verona asked her students what

packaging

b)Object nameift:\t
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additional questions about packaging

and draw it.

had come up in the groups. For homework, she asked them to make a
journal entry about the activity.
(See Figure 4-12.) However, Verona
felt that some of the children had
c)Object narn~

",and

missed the point of the activity.

draw it

I assigned this activity to assess the
students' comprehension of what
they had done, and to find out
whether or not they understood the
concept of packaging. One group
wrote the following:
4.Wrlte at least two questions you want to know about one or ·an of
the Items.
.
.
Hf
1 -~_J.IL9.0.h..f:9 __ist...P_l.!l____M.9LL~_hc
__i __
~~~---=-~

?

2.~~J<__r._Q._t~e.C!:!_i»_~_ _th~ Mel~~
3. __

_.:;:_ _.:::_____

?ee"\,caJ/5?

___;
____________

_

4._-"----''---'----------------"----------Journal Wrltlng:(Home work)
In your journal write about what you did today. What was the purpose of
today's activity? How can you con\inue this activity? What did you
learn?
tt4H\U to a,t- b9~> t I')
At££mnf 9~
,ip§:1"

r

llie

.anl pl!l.§~•'G-(ic1p.

vlw.

MICHAEL:
Packagi.-ig is w'1e.-if10LAtell LAS
to pack LAp.

JENNIFER:
Packagi.-ig is w'1e.-i_!10IApack for
f10LArself a.-id sow,eo.-ie else.

After gathering this information,
I realized many of the groups still
thought packaging was putting

things in a bag. I wanted them to
understand packaging as a type of
container or holder of things. Some
understood this and said packaging
was a bag for something from a
store, especially groceries or clothes.
However, they only saw packaging in
terms of bags, although I had
distributed other types of packages,
such as bottles, cartons, and boxes.

We w,eastAred t'1i.-igs.

We pt.At

t'1i.-igs i.-i t'1e b>ox a.-id b>ag•••
We draw it .-iice a.-id .-ieat.

They were not clear about the
purpose of the activity nor did they
seem to have a concrete understanding of packaging.
I had also asked the students
to bring in packages, bags, boxes,
or anything else they thought was
a package. This was another way
of informally assessing what their
concept of packaging was. The
students brought in bags only; no
one brought in bottles or boxes.
Based on this, I decided to narrow
the investigations to paper and
plastic bags.
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Classifying Things

common. She then repeated this game

Verona decided to have her students
classify bags. She felt that this activity
would help them develop the concept
of a category, reinforce some math
skills, and also help them focus on the
aspect of packaging that seemed most
familiar to them. First, however, she
felt that they needed to learn what it
means to classify. To develop this
concept, she called to the front of the
room a group of students who were all
wearing the same colors. The students
who were still sitting had to guess
what all the students in front had in

with some other characteristics, such
as students wearing uniforms, female
students, and tall students.
Once they were able to see what
categories are, Verona went on to the
bag activity. She gave each group a
variety of bags, and asked them to
think about the things about them that
make them similar or different.
They were to explain the basis for their
categories on worksheets, and also construct charts showing how many bags
were in each category. For Verona, this
activity offered a rich opportunity to
assess children's thinking:

4-14: Germary finds paper and plastic bags as well as big and little bags.
Name:

G-e.,(' Mo.<

'-II') U.. \ Date

I

d..

I /

q 'j

class 3-304

City Technology
Aim: How do you classify things(objects)?

Activity: To classify bags and make a chart to show your data. Tell how you classified
the objects?
.

1\\i g rov f a,'.\!fW;., ptk 4 ln5 +"'4+1,.,e,re

i :tf le. t~ethe"
I

a.oJ ';' l:»ff'>
rnetde,..o-f (?"- pe "".
+1 b~ '? -l--°@<f·\"he,anJ 61il

he(\ we.. pu, pla.
(i

p e,,f

\, ~:,

(_.>

..\-oc;j
e,+ne
r.

.

.

Make a cl)art below to tl;III how you classified.

What did you learn from this classification activity?
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4-16: Fun with bags

4-15: Marla's bags are dark and big or light and small.
Name:~

&: Other Structures

Q...J,4

City Technology
Aim: How do you classify things{objects)?

City Technology
Aim: How do you classify things(objects)?

Activity: To classify bags and make a chart to show your data. Tell how you classified
the objects?
Activity: To classify bags and make a chart to show your data. Tell how you classified
the objects?
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Make a chart below to tell how you classified.
Make a chart below to tell how you classified.

n

What did you learn from this classification activity?
What did you learn from this classification activity?

I
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t.•• 1J p,,t
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~'..c..\,~•c. \:+:\\L ''hi.•
I
L• ..,)d ti~t ~i.... "

Each student had his or her own
handout on which to record the data.
Several students simply drew their
bags, rather than create a chart, as
I had requested. Germary struggles
with writing and she has a hard time
trying to express herself. She first
describes two unrelated classifications:
"little" and "paper." Then she says her
group had grouped the bags according to whether they were plastic or
paper. Her chart shows "big bags"
and "little bags." Then at the end of
her statement she again referrs to
paper and plastic. She was not clear as

T / e.,.r, h « J -hh,. -1:

w't, v,

o

:\:~ .. !'I)

'

'" 4

'
10

k.,.

W .c.

C Gf n

dof&h

to how the size categories and the
paper-or-plastic categories are related.
(See Figure 4-14).
Maria listed the categories of dark
or light and big or small, but did not
distinguish between these two ways
of categorizing. (See Figure 4-15.)
One student classified her bags by
size, color, and shape. However, the
only information she could convey in
her chart was the relative sizes of the
bags. (See Figure 4-16.)
Michael gave detailed descriptions of the different bags he had,
but neglected to sort them into cate-

gories. He discussed how different
bags are used for different purposes,
but did not explain how he had
learned these facts. (See Figure 4-17.)
Siara classified by color but gave
no details about the process she
used. The data on her graph was
incorrect. I spoke with her about the
numbers and she realized that her
group had never had that many
bags. At least she was aware that a
graph would be an easy way to represent one type of variable, such as
color. (See Figure 4-18.)
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4-18: Slara graphs according to color.

4-1 7: Michael decides what bags are used for.
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Aim: How do you classify things(objects)?

Aim; How do you classify things(objects)?

Activity: To classify bags and make a chart to show your data. Tell how you classified
the objects?

Activity: To classify bags and make a chart to show your data. Tell how you classified
the objects?
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4-19: Kamlna classifies dolls Instead of bags

Kamina's data had nothing to do with the bag activity.
When I asked her where she had gotten her information,

C~y Technology
Aim: How do you classify things(objects)?

she said she had decided to graph the dolls she has at
home. (See Figure 4-19.)

Activity: To classify bags and make a chart to show your data. Tell how you classified
the objects?
-
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In her reflections on this activity, Verona felt that the
students had been successful in grasping the concept of
categorization, but were not clear about how to represent
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their data. She felt that this activity could serve as an excellent
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lead-in to making charts and graphs of data:
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The students learned the various ways to classifyby color, size, shape, and material. Some of them tried to
represent their findings by drawing, charting, or graphing.
However, these were first-time efforts. Combining this
activity with math lessonsabout charts, graphs, and quantifying information would provide a frame of reference.
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In reflecting on the design of the activity, Verona felt that the handouts should
have been completed by groups rather
than by individual students. Individual
classifying activities could have followed once students had worked on
classifying within groups:
The students realized that discussing their findings as a group, and
using one data sheet per group,
would have been more productive.
They saw how well teamwork had
worked in the lesson on defining
"packaging." Immediate team feedback and consensus had occurred
when each group had only one handout for recording and representing
their data. An individual classifying
activity would work better afterwards, allowing students to pursue
their own interests.

Verona was intrigued by the variety
of categories the students used. In retrospect, she felt that she should have
focused on the different ways of classifying. Although Verona saw room for
improvement in what she had done, it
was clear that the study of bags had
engaged her students' imaginations.
Several weeks later, the class revisited their investigation of bags. Verona
asked her students to study the physical
properties of their bags, and come up
with some questions they would like to
explore further. Maria came up not
only with a question, but also with
some hypotheses.

Maria was the only student who
had written in her journal. She began
by asking the question, "How do you
test a bag?" She then answered it: "I
will test my bag by putting a lot of
hard rocks to see if it breaks easily.
Also I could say that the bag that has
a plastic handle could last longer than
the one that has the paper handle."

Maria's question became one for the

·n,,e

Paper bag:
bag "1ad a "1a.-idle.
We will LASebig red books.
I t"1i.-ik
we will pl.At 6 books i.-i t"1e paper
bag to see if it break. T"1e 6
books t"1at we pl.At broke tl,,,e bag
o.-i t"1e fro.-it. T"1e paper bag did
.-iot "1old 6 big books bee.al.Ase
t"1e bag was wiade oLAt of paper
a.-id paper is eas!1 to break.
Plastic

bag: If !101.Apl.At S or 6

If books it will break

whole class. They decided that they

or

would test the strengths of their bags.

becatAse wl,,,e.-i
!101.Acarr!1 it a.-id
t"1ere are a lot of books t"1e
"1a.-idlesbecowie slipper!1 frowi
!101.Ar"1a.-idsbecaLAseit is too
wiLAcl-1
book. T"1e plastic bag
col.Aid "1old Z 1 1 or 3' books.
T"1e "1eav!1book strai.-is t"1e bag.

Because no rocks were available, they
decided to use books. A question arose
about whether the books for testing
one bag had to be the same as those
used for the others. Verona put this
question to the class.
I asked, "Why would you use one
type of weight to test the strength of
the bags?" Maria said, " ... so we could
use the same books with all the bags
to see which one was the strongest
bag. If two bags were the same size
and had handles, we should keep the
weights the same to really see if one is
stronger than the other."

Without using words like "fair test"
and "control of variables," Maria had
grasped these concepts in the context
of a question that was meaningful to
her. Her intellectual engagement in this

Although Verona felt that this unit
had stretched her students' imaginations, she also saw that they needed
more help in recording and organizing
their data. She added that there should
have been more analysis of how the
bags had failed.
A closer look at where and why
the bags ripped may assistthe students
in looking at the function of particular
bags. Are they doing the job they
were designed to do? Are there other
ways to test their function? An
extended activity would then be to
design a more appropriate bag.

activity continued as they actually tested the bags. In reporting the test
results, Maria offered her own explanations of what had happened:
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Investigating Fruit and Cushioning
by RoslynOdinga
Roslyn decided to implement extended packaging units with two of her
classes. Her second-graders looked at natural packaging, and her fourth-graders
explored cushioning.

Natural Packaging
Roslyn began with a simple idea:
explore the "natural packages" that surround most kinds of fruit. When she
started this project, she had little idea
of the other connections her secondgraders would make.

4-20: Various types of packaging
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April 14
I asked the children what packages
are and when something is a package.
I introduced them to different types
of packaging, e.g., packaged cereal,
rice, ketchup, beverages, and giftwrapped boxes. (See Figure 4-20.)
I asked: "What happens when you go
to the produce area of the supermarket to purchase fruit? Is it packaged
or contained in something?"

Roslyn Odinga is a scienceclusterteacher
at Community ElementarySchool 126, a
la,rgeschoolin the South Bronx, New York
City. Her schedulerequiresher to meet
with 25 differentckses during the week
for 45 minutes each. The ckses range
from secondtofifth grade. Sometimes,due
to testsor specialprograms,some of these
meetingsare missed,and she doesnot see
the samegroupfor two or threeweeksin
a row. Under thesecircumstances,Roslyn
finds it very difficult to maintain the
continuity of a wng-termproject, or even
to completea meaningful activity in a
45-minute time swt.

Packaging & Other Structures

I introduced the idea that some
things we purchase are naturally
packaged-Le., the packages are
not made by humans. I showed the
children examples of fresh fruit. They
examined oranges, apples, grapes,
bananas, mangoes, kiwi fruits, a cantaloupe, and a coconut. I had them
pay special attention to the covering
of each of these fruits. The students
were very excited about actually
working with fruits. I got a lot of
positive responses as to what natural
packaging is. We talked about our
bodies and how they are actually
packaged by the skin.

April 21
I decided I had to take them on a
field trip to the supermarket. We
went to the produce section and saw
all the different types of fruits and
realized that fruits don't necessarily
come in bags. Jiovanni and Jennifer
M. were unaware of certain types of
fruit. Kiwi and cantaloupe were complete mysteries to them.
I also noticed that the children
had no sense of prices. They were
amazed that apples were 99 cents a
pound. Then we got into a discussion
of what a pound is. We used the
scale to determine how many pounds

of each fruit we had. Another question was, "If they sell five oranges for
$1.00, how much would each one
be?" The students really enjoyed
their trip.
It is remarkable how much we cake
for granted about children! One of the
striking features of "real-world" activities,
such as going to the supermarket and
looking at fruit, is how they expose
aspects of children's understanding
chat are rarely touched by traditional
instruction. Roslyn's next activity was
similar, in chat it required her students
to

for describing textures.

4-21: Classifying fruit by texture

Na.me. o-F Frui+

come up with their own vocabulary

s~ooth

iou h ·other'
V
l--

t--

April 28
Students examined fruit samples,
paying special attention to the
textures of the skins. I got answers
like "smooth," "rough," "bumpy"
and "hairy." (See Figure 4-21.)
We discussed how packaging
protects fruits. I cut the fruits so
that the students could observe the
differences between the outsides
and the insides. They were noticing
colors, and also seeing that under
the skin is the actual fruit. We then
went further, and classified by whether
the skins are edible or inedible.
There also turned out to be a big
discussion about coconuts. How do
coconut trees grow, since coconuts
don't have any seeds? We found out
that when a young coconut falls
from the tree, it's still green, and is
planted. So, my students came to the
conclusion that a coconut is actually
a seed. I could not dispute them! I
was really amazed by their intellect.
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May 18
Today is Fruit Salad Day. It's like a
party. We talk while I make the fruit
salad. Some children taste fruits
they've never tasted before. "No
coconut!" they shouted in unison.
They didn't want to eat that giant
seed, plus they were afraid it would
get in their teeth. I was also questioned as to why a banana will get
brown so fast. This is going to lead
us into another type of inquiry ...

Which Type of
Cushioning Is Best
for an Egg?
Roslyn conducted a different kind of
packaging unit with a fourth-grade
group. Because they were older, she
wanted them to do a controlled experiment and collect and present quantitative data. This activity also involved
some design, because the cushioning
materials and their arrangement were

"Package an egg so that it won't
break when dropped from different
heights."
I let them preview the materials
that we were going to work with.
These included foam rubber,
Styrofoam, newspaper, bubble
envelopes, egg cartons, Styrofoam
peanuts, Enviro-bubble (a brand of
bubble wrap), cloth, towels, masking
tape, packaging tape, paper, pencils,
markers, journals, and small milk
containers.
Of course I expected some feedback, because I want them to have a
VOICE. They were upset about having
to work with the small milk containers,
which they said were too small.
Theodore pointed out that when you
buy a carton of eggs at the supermarket, of course the packaging is
larger. They just section off spaces for
the eggs! I couldn't dispute that fact,
so we changed the size of the packaging. I allowed them to use shoeboxes,
which were 8" x 10", and whatever
else they could bring in from home.

not specified. As with "Natural
Packaging," the students took this
activity much further than Roslyn had
anticipated.

up the materials list to include anything
the students could find. In this way,
she encouraged them to be resourceful

Day 1
I showed the students a dozen eggs
and demonstrated how they were
packaged in a carton with an individual compartment for each egg.
Pretending to do it by accident, I
dropped the carton of eggs on the
floor and of course several broke. I
once again showed the students the
carton and asked them how the eggs
could be packaged more effectively. I
then presented students with the
challenge:

108 Stories
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in solving a technology problem: What
would make good cushioning material?
She also gave them a greater stake in
the project by turning a piece of the
problem over to them.
The students also looked closely at
conventional cushioning supplies, such
as Styrofoam peanuts and bubble wrap,
which they referred to by its brand
name, "Enviro-bubble." They became
involved in figuring out what these

materials are made of and how they are
made. Focusing on these common artifacts strongly stimulated their curiosity.
Day 2
I asked them to write down their
observations about different kinds of
cushioning material. After students
examined all the materials, there was
a discussion to determine a name for
each item. Donald took it upon himself to name the two types of foam
(foam rubber and Styrofoam): "soft"
and "hard." With the Styrofoam
peanuts, he had a little problem. He
said that although they looked like
foam, they had a different type of
feel to them. (See Figure 4-22.)
"Enviro-bubble" -that's the
phrase of the day. "Enviro-bubble
this! Enviro-bubble that!" There were
a lot of questions as to how they get
the air inside of the bubbles. Is it
processed in a certain type of
machine that has allotted spaces for
air? Or, is it blown up and then
pressed down, which allows the air
to stay in specified places? I LOVE
THESE TYPES OF QUESTIONS. Now
they have research to do!
Day 3
Although the students had worked in
groups to do their initial observations, they decided to work individually on the actual packages. The students first tried packaging their eggs
individually using shoeboxes and
other types of material such as aluminum foil, Pampers, swatches of
clothes, cotton balls, Styrofoam, etc.
They then tested their packages
by having them dropped from a designated height. We then opened the
boxes and talked about the types of
packaging that were used.

Packaging

4-22: Donald describes the cushioning
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Theodore's egg broke, because he
failed to tape down the top of his
box. (See Figure 4-23.) Grace's egg
was wrapped in aluminum foil, with
an underlayer consisting of a wad of
paper towels. It also broke. The
other drops were all successful.

materials
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Day4
After the preliminary work with
shoeboxes, I could see they were
now ready to go on to the formal
challenge. Each child was to package
the eggs in three small milk cartons,
in any way he or she wanted, and
compare the results:
• Carton #1 was used for
Styrofoam peanuts;
• Carton #2 had newspaper; and
• Carton #3 contained
Enviro-bubble.
Basically all of the cartons with
peanuts were packaged the same
way: peanuts on the bottom, egg in
the middle, and peanuts on top, with
one or two peanuts on the sides.
Carton #2 (newspaper) was a little
more interesting. One had newspaper on the bottom, egg in the middle, and newspaper on the sides and
top. Patrice wrapped her egg first
in about one-and-a-half sheets of
newspaper. Then she cut newspaper
squares and put some in the bottom
of the carton. She put her egg in the
middle and then squished a little
newspaper on top. For Carton #3
(Enviro-bubble), Patrice used the
same process as she had used for
newspaper. Theodore once again
neglected to tape his top, so his
packaging wasn't successful. Donald
layered his: Enviro-bubble on the
bottom, egg in the middle, Envirobubble on the top and sides. We
were then ready for the actual testing.
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Day 5
We started testing by dropping the
eggs from 50 cm., first testing
Carton #1 to see if there would be
any damage. (See Figure 4-24.). At
each try we increased the height of
the drop by 25 cm. The largest drop
was 150 cm. We followed the same
process with Cartons #2 and #3.
(See Figure 4-25.) The students
found the Enviro-bubble to be the
best packaging material for the egg.
They seemed to feel that the air
pockets provided greater protection.

'

,,
4-24: Donald checks thel measureme
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4-25: Data from the egg-drop tests
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Roslyn was very pleased with this unit,
which had engaged her students in both
a design activity and a controlled experiment. The chart in Figure 4-25 presents
the data in a novel way. However,
Roslyn felt that it was unreasonable to
try to cut up this type of project into
45-minute periods. She resolved to do
something about her schedule.

I decided to speak to the principal
about extending the science period
for next year. I figured that if the
classes had a double period with me,
and went in clusters (e.g., rotating
through the science room for eightweek stretches), they would learn
more. As an alternative, I suggested
that I could teach one period alone,
allowing the regular teacher his or

Fifth-Graders Test Bags
by Minerva Rivera
Many of Minerva's concerns centered around the social development of her
students, and their ability to work in groups. At the same time, she wanted
them to expand their curiosity about the world around them, and develop ways
of answering their own questions. It was in this spirit that she conducted
her unit on bags.

Day 1
The students worked in groups of
four for approximately 45 minutes.
The following materials were provided to each group: lab paper, pencil,
plastic and paper bags, rulers, tape
measures, construction paper, and
markers.
I asked each group to examine
their bags for differences as well as
similarities in both construction and
function. I encouraged them to write
down any questions that might come
up during the course of their investigation. They were also required to think
of some ways to test a few of the qualities they listed on their lab sheets.
Much time was spent in getting
the students to discuss what they
saw and to describe it in written

form. Many students felt that writing
their observations was the hardest
part. I sat down next to a few students and helped them focus by asking a few questions:

her prep, and then we could co-teach
during the next period.
The only response I got was that
either plan would be impossible. Our
principal will be leaving in June;
maybe the new principal will be
amenable to the idea. I will try again.

Minerva Rivera taught the onlyfifth-grade
classat HarborAcademy,a small alternative
schoolin East Harlem, New York City.
Minerva was a second-yearteacher,without
much experiencein teachinginquiry
science.She wanted her studentsto develop
their own systematicinvestigationsof how
different typesof bagscompare.In her
reflections,she discusseshow theseactivities
contributedto her own thinking about
scienceteaching.

MS. R:
What do you see?
LATAURA:
All t"1e bottoMs

are sewed t"1e

saMe wa!1. T"1e!1 look like t"1e!1
are sewed straig"1t across.

MS. R:
What are some of the similarities that
you've noted so far on your paper?
BIANCA:
Well, t"1e!1 all '1ave "1avidles
(Meaviivig t"1e plastic bags).
t"1e!1 all Made of plastic.

Avid

MS. R:

JONATHAN:
~LAt t"1e "1avidles are differevit.
GoMe of t'1eM are ovi t"1e sides
t"1is wa!1 (s"1owivig t"1e levigtl-1
of t'1e bag) avid t"1e ot"1ers are
t"1is wa!1 (s"1owivig t"1e widtl-1 of
t"1e bag).

What else do you notice about them?

MS. R:

LATAURA:

Why do you think that they are made
that way?

T'1e bottoM
saMe.

of

t'1e bags is t"1e
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JANNE:

Minerva recognized some of the

Ma~be i-t '1elps t'1e bag be
stro11ger.

problems with this lesson and corrected

MS. R:

divide her class in two. Those children

What can you do to test this? See if you
can find things in this room that will
help you do this.

who were interested in the project con-

I left that group and went around
the room and did the same thing
with the other groups. I asked a few
questions to get some groups started
while other groups were way ahead
and had started devising ways of
testing the bags. They tried to load
as many books as they could into the
bags to see if the bags could hold
that much weight.
A few of the students did not
want to work on the project at all
and it took my constant prodding to
get them to continue. Since it was
difficult to get the whole class motivated to do this project, I decided
that it would be better to have three
groups working on the packaging
project as opposed to the six that I
had now.
The other thing I noticed is that
the majority of the students had a
VERYhard time with the lab sheet I
devised. I wound up having to
explain the sheet three times to the
class and several more times to individual students. This sheet definitely
needs to be modified. The students
need to get the vocabulary (i.e.,
"procedure," "materials," etc.), but I
need to put the information into simpler terms. Instead of just using the
word "Procedure" I could use this
instead: "Procedures: the steps you
followed in doing the investigation ... "; instead of "Materials,"
"Materials: the items you used in the
investigation ... " and so on.

another teacher. She also provided clear-
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them the next day. She was able to

tinued to work with her on packaging,
while the other students worked with
er instructions about how they were to
document their work. At the same time,
she still left most of the thinking and
planning to her students.
She was able to make some of these
changes because of the flexibility in
scheduling and use of space afforded by

Sure enough, the first group
came up with the idea of testing the
strength of paper shopping bags
after they get wet. It was so enjoyable to watch these students get all
excited about working on this
project. These particular students ran
to the bathroom with the paper
bags. Once they got there, I asked
them what they were going to use to
measure the amount of water they
were to add to the bags.

MS. R:
What kind of measuring tools are you
going to use in order to collect your
data?

a small school. Minerva could allow her

JANNE:
We cotAld t-1se 011e of

students to work in the hallway and

Meast-1ri11gct-1ps i11t'1e classrooM!

use the bathroom as a resource for their
investigation.
Day 2
I started out by letting the class
know that they were to be split into
two groups. I put those who were
somewhat enthusiastic the last time
into the group that would be working with bags again. Those who had
not really been interested stayed in
the classroom with Ms. K while I
worked out in the hall with the packaging group.
I put up a very simple paper that
requested that they look at the similarities and differences among the
bags. I asked that they also come up
with a way to test the bags that
would be slightly different from what
they had used the last time. I did not
specify what aspect of the bags I
wanted them to test because I wanted to leave that to the children. I felt
that if I gave them enough time, they
would be able to find a variety of
things to evaluate.

tl1ose

JONATHAN:
Yea'1 a11d we cot-1ld tAse t'1e baseball to see if t'1e water Messes

tAPt'1e bag!

MS. R:
What do you mean by that?
JONATHAN:

I 11-1ea11
t'1at we cot-1ld t-1se t'1e
baseball _!PtA'1ave i11t'1e classrooM to pt-1t it i11side of t'1e bag
to see if it' II Make t'1eM break •
ALISHA:

Well, I cot-1ld cot-111t to see if
t'1e bag lasts 1011g.
JONATHAN:

Oka~, t'1e11I cot-1ld pot-1r t'1e water
a11d ..Ja1111e
ca11'1old t'1e bag.
These students found that the
bags were not all the same when it
came to withstanding the water test.
The group spent about thirty minutes
gathering their data. They poured a
cup of water into the bags and then

Packaging

saw how long it would take for the
bag to start leaking. (See Figure 4-26.)
They placed the ball in and waited to
see if the bag could hold the weight.
All of the bags broke easily except for
a gift bag that had a cardboard-like
piece on the bottom.
ALISHA:
Ms. Rivera, I t'1il'1k t'1at t'1is
bag is better t'1al'1 t'1e rest
becaLAse of t'1is cardboard.
It is

t'1e t'1il'1g t'1at '1elps it '1old t'1e
ball lol'!ger. r'1at I s w'1!:1it took
so lol'lg to break.

The students were able to work
for about an hour and ten minutes
without losing momentum. In fact,
the groups were so into the work
that Ms. K had to remind me that it
was time for lunch.
The data from these water tests are
shown in Figure 4-27. Another group

(See page 105.) The third group was

data

I S+ar el

tested bags using books, in much the
same way that Verona's students did.

4-26: Putting water In a shopping bag

I've learned several things doing
this unit. I regret that I did not brainstorm more often. I have to find a
better way of documenting the
words of my students so that I can
have more quotes from them. I am
contemplating videotaping them, so
that we could analyze the film as a
class and have a chance to see what
actually happened, as opposed to
getting snips and pieces of whatever
manages to be recorded. The children
truly enjoyed this particular activity
and have asked to do it again. I think
that next time I would break the
class into smaller groups so that the
children would have more time to
process and investigate without the
added pressures of competing with
one another.
4-27: Bag water-test
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Which Pump Works Best?

Christine Smith was a science teacher

by Christine Smith

in her second year of teaching, at

1.5. 164, a middle school in Washington
Heights, New York City. Christine

Christine made a collection of pump and spray dispensers from the tops

came to the job with a very strong science

of cleaning fluid bottles, soap containers, lotion bottles, etc. She began the

background, but had serious problems

unit by distributing a spray pump and a lotion pump to each group and

with classroom management. She decided

asking them to make and record their observations.

to implement a project on systematic
testing of pump and spray dispensers.

October 22 (double period)
I placed the students in groups of
4 or 5. They began the activity
by observing the pumps they would
later be testing. I gave each
group two pumps in a plastic bag,
a ruler, paper, and colored pencils.
I asked them to observe the pumps
and record their data through
written notes and drawings. They
were to use their five senses
to gather data on such topics as
size, color, material, and moving
parts. Water was also available for
them to test with.
Maritza's drawings of her pumps
are shown in Figure 4-28. She wrote
the following:
··n1e plAMp is w'1ite. ,'1e t1Abe
looks like if it 1s fogg!:j i.-iside.
,'1e s'1ape is weird. ,'1e top
loc;ij<S like a d1AckI s beak a.-id
t'1e.-i t'1e bottoM
is lo.-ig a.-id
t'1i.-i. ,'1e plAMP so1A.-ids like it is
ver!:j '1ard i.-iside a.-id !:jOIA '1ave
to p1As'1it real '1ard. Also it
so1A.-ids like if it got soMet'1i.-ig
i.-iside of it t'1at 1s st1Ack.
,'1e Material is Made of plastic.
,'1at is M!:j c'1oice beca1Ase
w'1e.-iit faffs o.-i t'1e floor it
does.-i I t break.
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,'1e!1 are t'1e saMe beca1Ase t'1e!1

bot'1 t'1row water 01At. "T'1e!:j
are botJ.1.Made 01At of plastic 1
bot'1 of t'1eM '1ave t1Abes
t'1at are clear I a.-id !:jOIAca.-i see
t'1e water t'1ro1Ag'1.
"T'1e!1are differe.-it beca1Ase
o.-ie of
ot'1er

I

t'1eM is bigger t'1a.-i t'1e
o.-ie t'1rows water

straig'1t a.-id t'1e ot'1er t'1rows
it crooked I a.-id o.-ie of
t'1eM got !:jellow a.-id w'1ite a.-id
t'1e ot'1er is all w'1ite.

She felt this unit would both be fun
for her sixth graders, and also give them
experience in designing and carrying
out controlled experiments. She met with
this group three times a week, for
one double period and two single periods.

Packaging

4-28: Maritza's drawings of her pumps
-----

October 26
We discussed the results of the previous day's observations. I asked them
to focus on several questions:
• How are the spray pumps different from the "pump" pumps?
• How does each pump work?
• When do we use each kind of
pump?
These discussions went really
well. The students, for the most part,
made excellent observations of the
pumps and generated some good
thoughts on how the pumps worked:
• Ernie noted that the pumps you
push down on are good for
thick liquids that you don't want
to spray anywhere.
• Jennifer made the observation
that the spray pump has adjustments for the spray, but the
lotion pump cannot be changed
in any way.

i.......-----•--...- ..

The students were intrigued by
these common devices, which they had
never examined carefully before. They
became aware of the resistance that
makes the top hard to push down.
They also saw the difference in viscosity
between the liquids squirted by pump
dispensers and those dispersed by spray
dispensers. Christine felt that these
preliminary observations and discussions served their purpose of preparing
the students for designing product tests.
October 26
The focus of our discussion was:
"What makes a good pump?" If you
are given different liquids like milk,
ketchup, laundry soap, water, and oil,
how could you test the pumps to see
which pump works best for which liquid? I wanted them to come up with
different ways to measure the effectiveness of the pumps.

& Other Structures

I was impressed with how quickly
they were able to come up with different methods of testing the
pumps, and with the validity of their
ideas. The first idea came from
Shirley, who thought the best way to
measure a pump was by "how much
the liquid came out." When I asked
her how she would measure that,
she said to put the pump in the liquid and measure how far away the
liquid went when pumped or
sprayed. The class decided to call this
the "How Far?" Method.
We had just done an exercise on
reading graduated cylinders, so it was
no surprise when Suleyka came up
with the idea of using a graduated
cylinder to measure how much came
out when the pump was pumped. This
method got the name "How Much?"
After some more brainstorming,
Kathy came up with the idea of
measuring how fast the liquid came
out. She suggested timing to see
how long it took to get the liquid
out of the pump.
I asked for any other suggestions,
and Giancarlo suggested doing five
strokes of the pump, and seeing if
any came out. I let him test his idea,
but the liquid just went up and down
the tube, so then he revised his
method: count how many strokes are
needed until any liquid comes out.
We called this method "How Fast?"
In the groups, the students were
sharing their ideas with their peers
as they tried to come up with experiment designs. This worked really
well, and they produced high quality
work. I think that giving each student their own sheet helped in the
sharing process because they were
all being held accountable for the
work. How to make the tests "fair for
each pump" was a frequent question
and stumbling block.
Chapter 4
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The students had a surprising understanding of the pumps, and came up
with these ideas relatively quickly
with little help. Their methods were
still missing a few key ideas that were
needed to make them valid.
However, I decided not to ask them
about validity until they had written
the procedures down.
Obviously, the students were very

Christine recognized their enthusiasm,
and wanted them to come up with
their own experimental designs. She
hoped they would look at these designs
critically and improve them, so that
each would constitute a fair test. She
also wanted them to develop their own
strategies for organizing and presenting
the data. Otherwise, they would simply

engaged in this activity and had a lot of

be following someone else's instructions

their own questions about the pumps.

rather than learning these skills and
concepts for themselves.

4-29: Testing the pumps
PumpLab Sheet
State the Problem:

'.What
is it you are trying to find out)
how-fo.r

1i~v;d

~oq,s

Hypothesis:
Whichpump do you predict will be best for soap?\"um P .:l

for milk? PvmP .::I.
for oil? l'vm" !lfor ketchup?Pun,P
for water?PvmP .1
Mjlblrials:
whatmaterialswill you need?
_Qv,C,r:,.n--,i\\,.,,0\1,
1<1.:~·<.',,,,vi=1,~o.."tc..r,+.wo Pv,.,.,PS
N.ews. r-o.f'er,, 500..P

P,ocedllre:

, How will you test the pumps? What steps will you follow for your test?
Pvt o....S'Tn:\i3ri't 1i,-,1t. 0,<r,,..,r,,b~rs
u.ii-t"\-,,~he-,
ne..w(,PQ..PUb"/ c_e,r,.-\-1-~-t-(.f
-h2.Sr G...\\+-L-.L 1~t.vv~•~ wi+1., erit.
r.-vmPC\+Q.-T\rnL
-+Y'lt,..nol,o+½£-.SC\,n'"\L
-f'.'.'or..f1,-,e.5~0r.d
('"Vf"rl~•
Wri-t--e. O...II -+-""'--\f"\{"e,rrno,.-,.;"cn
t?-n~
Pv+-i+
1n o._ C..ho..r-+~

Observations:
Createa chart or table to-record the data you collectduring your experiment. (Please,use the back if 'JOU
needmorespace.)
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October 28
I asked each group to decide the
method they wanted to use to test
their pumps. Three groups picked
"How Far?", two chose "How
Much?", and the remaining group
selected "How Fast?" Each student
had to complete the preliminary
work on a lab sheet, which asked
them to state the problem, form
hypotheses, submit a list of materials, write a step-by-step procedure
and create a chart for recording their
data. (See Figure 4-29.)
The "How Much?" group forgot
to set a standard number of pump
strokes for each trial. When I asked
them how many times they were
going to press each pump, Suleyka
spoke up and said they needed to
pick the same number for each one.
Most of their data charts were really
good. For the few that were a little
confusing, I asked the students to
put in a fake set of numbers. They
were then able to come up with a
better way of organizing data, once
they had a "pretend" data set to
work with.
October 29 (double period)
This was the initial test day. It was
productive, but extremely chaotic.
I underestimated the behavior problems in my class. The main problem
was that I thought the other groups
would be interested in watching the
group that was testing, but I was
wrong! In spite of this, the testing
went really well. It was extremely
messy, but that was to be expected,
given the fact that we were spraying
stuff around.

Packaging

hard to spray. The kids discovered
that if you use the same pump to
spray water first, and then put it
right into the ketchup, it will work!
When I asked them why this happens,
one student thought the water
makes the tube more slippery and
the others thought the tube just
needed to be cleaned out.
I did not see the "How Fast?"
group's work, but their results were
reasonable, and they had no difficulty
doing the test. We ran out of time
before the "How Much?" groups
could test.

I also underestimated how far those
pumps could disperse liquids. Kids
were fooling around a little with the
pumps, but for the most part, they
LOVEDtesting. By the end, however,
the other groups became bored and
rowdy waiting for their turns.
Rumaldo came up to me at the
end of class and told me that the
effectiveness of a pump depends on
the width of the tube. He said that
ketchup and laundry soap need a fat
tube, but the width doesn't matter
for water or milk.
Another interesting discovery had
to do with ketchup, which is really

4-30: Some conclusions from the "How Far?" tests
Conduslon

Which pump was bestfor water? Draw a picture of the pump.

Why do you think so? What about that pump made it better for pumpingwater?
how~
,i-.,vid io+if'ISiO•-t-\..,CLPlo...s1-iG?o...r"""
o..."r:co..,....,._ov+
w.c-, -fo..,- i+ Co.,... -+"-C.c:!iS·h,r,C.a. Of' C\I ~--+¢.<'!',
<>..,r,c)
-t-1,,..._-,.+1,,&

Pv....,~ •oLSn'~

1.- -ho.rows
1/u.rY ~--

01.1 ..

+-"-""O'-'J«:>V,._

5,..,,0.,1 O..mov1vtS

0-n.1

le.,~ clro11>s

,-1-~oes:

ov+-

What pump was bestfor pumpingketchup? Draw a picture of the pump.

Why do you think so? What about that pump made it better for pumpingketchup?
Wl.e,,

Yov a....lc..

Sc,rr-,Q. '-V"--TLr"

Lvkc.r"I 17.s- c.e.f"\"ti~+..r.s

\-4= \.AJQ..

i+ -...,..,.,...

Ve.'r/

d\c1it·,--+ ~+

bi+-0-f' l!:,a..-,.&C" i+- wov,.
c.cmc. c,.,.. -h-,~
v.JI. ~...._._ 't.~ i+ ~or +-,-..._ l,<llviil •

...... ; ...

A... 1i+~\&.

9v...,t

'-"~

What are some other things you learnedfrom your experiment?

I

0...~tv>O..',-oQ.

,1.

.._.._.,.c..._,n,

le.<....-..-,w

C,12,1be.c.cwse, KQ... c:.J,,uf'
i!,

~!C>J\+

~a.cl!.

-tt-,ovt·
~dicl•

~Vft\9

,s

'°"'O.•CI.OV~

1i11JVio1o..ncl ,;,.._,..,.
a:>-4'+o"'"'-'rOC..S

o.,"1•
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Christine was concerned about
the classroom management issues. She
hadn't provided enough to do for the
groups that weren't testing at the
moment, and the two "How Much?"
groups hadn't tested yet. Also, she wanted the students who had already tested
to summarize what they had done and
draw conclusions. She made up a reflective assignment for them to do while
the "How Much?" groups tested.
November 2
I came up with a "Conclusion"
assignment for the groups who were
done with the tests. (See Figure 4-30.)
This also allowed me to work with
the last two groups. I seated both
"How Much?" groups together in a
big rectangle with the test materials
in the middle. I let them take turns
testing while everyone recorded the
common results. This worked
much better and it was 100% calmer
than it had been the day before.
November 5 (double period)
Next, I wanted the students to graph
their data. I was surprised to learn
that they had just finished graphing
in their math class, so they already
knew how to use a bar graph to
organize their data. We went
over a few different ways to set up
the axes, and how to define the
categories for the graph, but this
was really the simplest part of the
project. They broke into groups and
created their graphs on chart paper.
They were excited to have big
paper and scented markers. I had a
few students who did not work well
in groups, so eventually I just gave
them paper and let them create their
own graphs.

c,,;: "'-c;>\"-" .. 0..rld -

'-""-"l"Q.l'"•C> ~row-Al'"lcl"J;.1e.Q.rl'\Q..,,j

-:'.l..
i..S.\-\.,&. \oe-5.~ •or

o.,11 +1,,12,

,;~v.'.;&s
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November 6
I wanted the groups to present their
results to the class using their graphs.
I felt that they should be able to
explain which pump worked best for
each liquid, using supporting evidence from their test data. I hoped
that the class as a whole would discuss why a given pump might have
worked better. I also expected them
to raise some further questions that
had come up during the activity.
Unfortunately, there was a lot of
talking while kids were trying to
present. No one really offered any
valuable comments until I took over
at the end and started asking questions about the different graphs. One
student did have a question.

RACHEL:
How col.Aid we decide w'1ic'1 p!Al'l-1p
WfASb>est1 si.-ice we got differe.-it
res1,1lts for efAc'1test"?"

The class decided that the spray
pump was the best pump, but according to Ernie, sometimes we don't
want the "best" pump-for example,
in the case of ketchup. Some further
questions that came up were:
• Does the size of the tube make
it work better?
• Would the lotion pumps work
better for thick liquids if they
had a bigger tube?
• Why did we have to put water
through the spray pumps first to
get the ketchup to go through?
• Are there other gadgets for liquids that we could compare
with these pumps?

November 9
I made up an evaluation sheet for the
students to fill out. (See Figure 4-31.)
The evaluations went well. Kids were
able to find their group weaknesses
and also the most positive parts of
their work. In general, everyone gave
themselves and their peers high
grades. I was happy to see that most
everyone enjoyed the project.
Christine also offered her own
evaluation of the project. She felt that
it had succeeded in its primary goal
of giving her students an opportunity
to design and conduct their own
controlled experiments:
4-31: Maritza's evaluation form

Pump Lab Evaluation
A. On a scale of 1 to 10, What Is your score?_t=D~Giw two reasonswhy you deserve your score.

1.

~aLX::e -:I:..~o.\ed
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d\\
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me. \..)..)CIK·

B. List each group member and give them a score between 1 and 10.

1.

2.

3.

lt;ff:D:{\

0W Me
UN"-i_.'t.E"\

Reasonforscore:6

be:e.~~Q

0.\o\-·
Reasonforscore,3

~e

c....,..:)d:, -\-~\"-\N3
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a~
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~o.~ecl \J-..)\\\r\
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1 acd~p
::t reatt~ ,r~
m,~ p-o_jct:.\-- Qau_s.el \l~~lolQ)
~n + Y'OPe u;,e 9 e+ h ~D 1 \- OS1f'.\•n
D. What could you have done differently on this project?±
COJ Id C)
pr-esef\+ I +
+o -\he Cbs.-s L>...£.~,dr
0 c::dc:.r\~ o\d+efui
-\-h'~
(JJ\.\h -\-1/\e~n::uP
t-n€\/ drdr\'+
~Ile.
-so
Wth e0C.h ()-\het

C. Whatdidyouenjoyaboutthisproject?~

The students reached some very
insightful conclusions from this project.
They recognized that a technology that
is best for one application, such as
spraying water, might not be best for
another, such as dispensing ketchup.
"Which is the best pump?" is a question
that cannot be answered directly,

As crazy as this activity was at
times, I would do it again because the
students really walked away having
learned a lot. It was an excellent way
to reinforce scientific methods, because
they were allowed to design their
own experiments. It was a great way
to introduce the idea of product testing to the class, and get them thinking about creating fair or valid experiments. They were also able to practice
metric measurement skills, which we
had been working on in class.
Even though I provided a great
deal of guidance, the students had a
definite sense of ownership of their
work during this project. They took
an idea, created an experiment, and
collected a data set on their own.
They used the skills they had been
working on in math and science, but
this time with their own data.

because it depends on what the pump
is to be used for. Their questions suggest
that they were also beginning to grapple
with the concept of viscosity ("thickness"
of a liquid), and its relationship to the
diameter of the tube.

~.
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~esigning
and Making Structures
to Solve Classroom Problems
Both of the teachers featured in this section work in the upper elementary grades.

Sandra Skea teaches math at Mott Hall,

These stories begin with a familiar classroom problem: lack of adequate storage

a middle schoolfor high-performing

space. In both cases, the students designed and built their own structures to solve

students in Washington Heights, New

this problem. Their primary material was cardboard from discarded packaging.

York City. Sandra wanted to involve
her sixth-grade class in a structures
project that would both solve a real

The Portable Storage System
by Sandra Skea

problem, and also require them to use
geometry and measurement in a practical
context. A real problem had already
presented itself The class had created
shoebox dioramas, as part of an extended

Getting Started
Students of Class 604 were creating
dioramas based on scenes from the
play "The Phantom Tollbooth."
Clean-up time was especially difficult,
for classroom storage space was
severely limited and student lockers
were already packed to capacity. The
problem was complicated by the fact
that we use several different rooms
during the week.
Together, the class and I decided
that if we were to continue a projectbased exploration of mathematics, we
would need to find an effective solution
for our storage problem. We also realized that our solution must be a
portable one in order to satisfy the constraints of moving from room to room.
Our goal became exploring how
to build portable storage systems
that would meet our requirements.
We explored the problem and brainstormed options. We discussed storage
units in general, and the classroom

math project. However, they had

and school constraints in particular.
We also used this time to conduct a
scavenger hunt to search for materials
for use in the construction of these
systems.
After experimenting with the
materials and with design possibilities
the students developed criteria for
the system. The criteria included the
following:
• The system must be free standing
and portable.
• The system must hold and
support 8-10 shoe boxes.
• Each compartment must be uniform
in size, and be able to support a
live load of one pound.
• Accurate measurements are to
be taken and recorded, including
length, height, width, girth
(measured two ways), face
diagonals and volume.
• Recyclable materials are to be used.

nowhere to store them. Worseyet,
due to a shortage of space in the school,
the same classmet with Sandra in several
different rooms during the course
of a week, and they needed access to these
dioramas at each location. How could
they both store them and also transport
them reliably? Sandra explains what
they did

Chapter 4 I Stories
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Sandra's class worked on this project for
almost two months, devoting one-hour
periods to it once or twice a week.
Within the criteria listed above, most
of the design decisions were up to the
students. They were free to choose the
recycled materials, design the geometry
of the unit, add handles and/or doors,
choose their own methods for attaching
the parts, and develop their own methods for testing the design. Sandra also
encouraged them to think about storage
problems at home, and think about how
similar storage units might solve them.
The students divided themselves up
into groups of four or five to work on
this project. Sandra required them to

Design and Construction
Students talked freely during this
activity. They engaged in sharing
ideas, in questioning group decisions
and in offering comments and suggestions. Students were allowed to circulate during the designing and building
stages to ask other groups for tools
and materials. Some questions and
statements I overheard were:

G'1oLAldwe LA.Seil-1c'1e.sor
centiwieter.s?
W'1ic'1 is better to LA.se:
wia.skil-1g tape or packil-1g tape?
How car1 we wiake tl,,e .s'1elve.s
.stror1ger?

assign a specific job to each member of

W'1!:1are t'1e .sl,,efve.sbLAckfir1g?
W'1at car, we do to fix i-t?

the group. Here is Sandra's description

W'1ere .s'1oLAldwe place t'1e

of the activities of the groups:

'1ar1dfe.s?

4-32: Stephanie, Rosa, and Flor decide their unit doesn't need a back.
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Are aff .s'1oeboxe.s t'1e .sawie

.size?
,o wiake t'1e box .stror1ger,
.s'1oLAldwe pLAt tape or1 tl,,e
edges?
l-et 1.s add a little .space aroLAr1d
eac'1 cowipartwier1t so it wiff be
easier for .sowieor1e to pLAfloLAt
t'1e diorawia.s.

Many of the design decisions
and discoveries were interesting.
Stephanie, Rosa, and Flor decided
not to make a back for their box.
Rosa said this would make the unit
lighter and easier to carry. Flor added
that it would also make it possible
to see in from either the front or the
back. (See Figure 4-32.)
Melida, Clarissa, Erica, and Alyssa
recognized that students might use
different-sized shoeboxes for their
dioramas. How could they plan for
that? (See Figure 4-33.)
4-33: Melida, Clarissa, Erica, and Alyssa
examine shoeboxes of different sizes.
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I was very surprised to see how closely
students monitored each other's
contributions. The atmosphere was
one of dedication to task. Fooling
around or time off-task simply were
not allowed.

Sandra believes very strongly in
ongoing assessment of her students'
work. She used an impressive array of
assessment tools and techniques, so
that she and her students could monitor
the progress of the project on a very
frequent basis. Her methods included
daily sharing sessions at the end of each
class, regular homework assignments
related to the project, final group presentations to the class, peer assessment
of the presentations, individual written
reports, and a self-assessment of each
student's work. Sandra's reflections on
assessment can be found in Chapter 5.
The students were given time to
share their work at the close of each
session. Each group assessedtheir
progress and made plans for the next
day. Questions and comments that
arose during these sessionsincluded:

W'1ertwill '1erppel'1
if we do1At:,le
t'1e cerrd!:,oerrd?'
W'1erti.s:t'1e !:,est plerceK-1el'1t
for t'1e '1erl'1dle(.s:)?'
G'101Aldflerp.s:t:,e erdded so
t'1il'1g.s:dol'11t fall 01At?'
We erll took t1Arl'1.s:
erl'lderccoK-1pli.s:'1eder lot. We coopererted
wit'1 eerc'1ot'1er 1'1icel!1.
M!1gro1Ap cerlc1Alerted t'1e erreer
of t'1e sl,,oe!:,ox to see !,,ow
W11Ac'1
cerrd!:,oerrdwe will 1'1eed.

Toder!1 I wer.s:t'1e tiK-1ekeeper for

1'1-1!1
grolAp. We took K-1eer.s:1AreMel'1t.s:erl'ldgot er plerl'1reerd!1
for

toMorrow.

Some of the homework assignments given in relation to this project
included:
• Describe the plan you and your
group developed to solve
the storage problem of Class
604. Include the roles assigned
to each member and how you
decided the roles would be
assigned.
• Describe ways in which your
group could change the design
of your portable storage unit to
make it stronger.
• Describe and evaluate how well
your group works as a whole.
• Describe how you might modify
the design of your classroom
portable storage system to
create a structure that could be
used to solve a storage problem
unique to your household.
• Create a drawing of your
portable storage system with all
the dimensions labeled. Include
length, height, width, girths,
and face diagonals.

In addition to the regular homework assignments, every student had
to prepare a written report about
the portable storage system. It had to
include how the structure was built,
the dimensions of the system, how it
might be improved upon, and other
possible uses for it. Here are some of
the ideas they had about applications
for similar storage units at home:

MELIDA:
I wo1Ald IA.Set'1i.s: !:,ox to sort
01At perper.s:t'1ert I will 1'1eedlerter
il'1t'1e !1eerr. It wolAld t:,e like er
little file ccrt:,i..,et, ol'11!1"1oMeMerde. 11'1
certcril'1 .s:perce.s:I will p1At
M,!1lerptop, perper.s:, co1Apol'1.s:,
erl'ld
receipts. M!1sc'1oolwork will t:,e
er lot 1'1eerter. I will fil'ld ever!1t'1il'1g
q1Aickl!1.M!1K-1ot'1erwill l'10t
screerM '1er wits 01At t:,eccr1AseI
decided to t:,e irre.s:pol'1.s:it:,le.
JENNIFER:
I wolAld IA.Seit to
il'1order.

keep 1'1-1!1
C-D'.s:

ERIKA:
11'1.s:teerd
of K-1erkil'lg
er s'1oe!:,ox
'1older, I wo1Ald K-1erke
er towel
'1older. T'1e IAl'litcerl'1t:,e W101Al'1ted
01'1 t'1e werll il'1t'1e t:,ert'1rooM.
ALYSSA:

IAl'litwolAld erl.s:o t:,e
1A.s:eflAI
il'11'1-1!1
erperrtMel'lt. I wolAld
per.s:oml
IA.Seit to '1old 1'1-1!1
t:,elol'lgil'lg.S:,.s:1Ac'1
er.s:1'1-1!1
Iip !:,erh11,
ccrMerer, dierr!1, WerlkMerl'1
1 erl'ld
portwle CV pler!1er. I wolAld K-1erke
er COIAple (of) c'1erl'1ge.s:
t'1o1Ag'1. I
wo1Ald erdd More .s:'1elve.s:,Merke it
t:,igger erl'ld peril'lt it ligi,,t t:,l1Ae.

O1Ar storerge

CLARISSA:
At '1oMe, I wo1Ald IA.Seit er.s:er
!:,ooks'1elf 1 t:,ecer1AseM!1 desk i.s: er
K-1e.s:.s:,
it K-1erke.s:
1'1-1!1
rooM look
dirt!1. It wo1Ald t:,e greert to keep
erll M!1 !:,ooks il'1ol'le pierce.
ROSA:
lJ.s:il'lger !:,ox de.s:igl'1like t'1i.s: il'1
1'1-1!1
'1o1Ase wo1Ald defil'1itel!1t:,e er
'1elpflAIerl'ld '1erl'1d!1
wer!1for Me to
keep M!1 t'1i1'1g.S:
orgerl'1i2:ed. I ccrl'1
1'1ecrtl!1
il'lto eerc'1
p1At M!1
COMperrtMel'lt. I ccrl'1erl.s:o IA.Seit
to store M!1 1'1icel!1
folded
clot'1es.
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Each group also had to make an oral
presentation, in which they explained
and demonstrated

their design and

answered questions about it.

These final presentations included the showing of their storage system, a description of how the group
designed and built it, a demonstration of the mathematics involved, an
analysis of the strengths and weakness of the system, and proposals for
how the structure could be modified
for use at home. During the presentation and the discussion periods
that followed, students shared ideas
and asked questions, and offered
comments. (See Figure 4-34.)
Questions included:
Wl-1at are tl,,e l-1a11dles
w,ade of?
How else ca11~otA tAse ~otAr
s~stewi?
How stro11g is it reall~?
How w,a11~sl-1oeboxes ca11it !,,old?
Gl,,ow wie 1-,ow ~otA wieastAred
tl,,e girtl-1.

LUIS:
Wl-1~did ~OIA ptAt tl,,e l-1a11dle011
tl,,e top i11stead of tl,,e sides?
JULIAN:
,l-1at wa~, tl-1i11gs will 11ot fall
otAt I becatAse wl-1e11
we carr~ it,
tl,,e back will be tl-1e bottowi.

Comments and suggestions included:
YotA 11eedto rei11force tl,,e
l-1a11dfe.It will 11ot sta11d IAP
to wear a11d tear.
,1-,e cowipartwie11ts are of
differe11t sizes; perl-1aps tl,,e~
sl-101Aldbe 1A11iforwi.
YotA 11eedto stre11gtl-1e11
tl-1e
SIApport s~tewi for tl,,e sl-1elves.
YotA tAsed too
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Omar described some of the
changes he and his group made
to their structure. The top of the
unit was originally a trapezoid,

but this design wasted space and
caused the compartments to shift.
(See Figure 4-35.)

Packaging

Rachel, Precious, and Daniella used
two modules to build their unit. They
said that if they made another structure, they would use less tape. They
also discussed using other joining
methods, noting that nails would not
work. Rachel noted, "I tried them
and they fell out." (See Figure 4-36.)

& Other Structures

4-36: Rachel, Daniella, and Precious present their storage unit.

Sandra prepared a peer evaluation
form for students to fill out during the
group presentations. (See Figure 4-37.)
These forms, which were anonymous,
provided each group with their fellow
students' assessments of how well they
had presented.
Each student also had to evaluate
his or her own participation in che
project, including both group and

4-37: Rating Gulde for Group Presentations

individual work, on a self-evaluation

CITY COLEGECURRICULUMGUIDES
111Portlollos

form. (See Figure 4-38.)

The PortableSlorage System

Candice was very self-critical:

Rating Guide fo,- Group~

If M!:1gro1Ap a.-id I "1ad pla.-i.-ied
More carefLAll!:1,a.-id worked More
dilige.-itl!:1, otAr box coLAld "1ave
bee.-i MIACl-1
better. We s"1oLAld
"1ave recorded oLAr MeastAreMe.-its
so we woLAld"1ave k.-iow.-i"1ow
Ma.-i!:1
s"1oeboxes coLAld "1avefit
i.-ito t"1e storage
LA.-iit. M!:1
1
grolAp did.-i t pla.-i tiMe carefLAll!:1,
so we ra.-i otAt of it.

Directions:

Listen carefully 85 ead\ group prasents. Please do not intemJP( the
speaka"s. Yoo Wil hall9 lime at the end of lhe p,esenlalion to ask questions or
to make aimments. Rate your dassmales fair1yby ciR::linga number from 1 105.
A rating of I is low; the highest rating poswle is 5. Please be swe to !Md the
aiteria Clftfutly. Use the back of the rating sheet to record any additional

commentsor suggestions yoo haYe.
CRITERIA

RATING

1. Sb.fdents spolce <:le9t1y.and used
complete senlences.

2

3

4

5

2. Measuremenls taken end
recorded ac:curately.

2

3

4

5

3. StudenlS dellc:ribedhowlhey built
their ,trudure.

2

3

4

5

4. Slldlnts explain how!hey could
cha'lge the slructlxe to make ii slronger

2

3

4

5

about the design itself. Did it really

5. Students suggesled a way !hey
could 1168 the SlrUd\lm at home.

2

3

4

5

solve the problem it was intended for?

s. Every
memberorlhe group participaled
2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Perhaps the most authentic form of
assessment of a design project asks

What do the users chink of it? A few
months after the conclusion of the
project, Sandra wrote:

lnlhepnlSel'ltatioo.

7. The storage unit is free standing and
pot1able
8. The unit has e-10 compartments
capable of holding a shoebox

9. The storage unit is attradM!.
10.The unit

u,ies

space efficiently

1

5
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I was also delighted to discover
that the storage system created by
the students actually did solve our
classroom storage problem. As a
matter of fact these systems are still
in use. At present, they house the
materials for our next project.

4-38: Clarissa's self-evaluation

CITY TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM GUIDES

Student Self Evaluation

Overall, Sandra was very pleased
with the educational outcomes of this
project. It served to develop some
mathematics concepts in ways that traditional instruction does not.
I discovered the only real way to
assist students in understanding
some concepts is through a hands-on
experience. Examples are the relationship between length, height, and
width to volume, the relationship
between girth and perimeter, and
the process for measuring and calculating face diagonals
The study of geometry, rectangular prisms in particular, became
accessible and real. Students who
previously had difficulty calculating
girth, volume, and face diagonals
from two-dimensional drawings
gained the confidence and the skill
to do so with ease and accuracy. The
understanding of girth, the two ways
to measure it, and its relationship to
perimeter, became clear as students
used their own three-dimensional
rectangular prisms for exploration of
mathematics.
Building a rectangular prism also
served to improve and extend the
students' understanding of dimensions and of measurement. Growth
also occurred in their ability to use
and compare measurement tools.
And it must be noted that attention
to homework increased and test
scores improved.
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7. I can use what f learned from this lesson when for if I

at b:>M«
or aivr: ::s~d

om;...-,,.

8. On a scale from I to ten f rate this project a (an)

+

build0, :Stt'-,c\v.,12.-

_Q~--

·

Use this space to record any additional comments you would like ~o make.

I

Iil,~ doi~ -\h,-spr~ec\-. I
"-"d tv\f,0.6U{~M~
_
3,0rl\Q,i'Yo

Two students in particular became

_

c\

~ink. ,-\· half ~o~o.n

Although Sandra's primary goals are

very excited about attending math

in the area of mathematics, she saw some

class. Previously, they had contributed

other benefits from this project as well.

little to classroom discussion, rarely

Her students had learned about the

completed assignments and class work,

value of recycled materials, and had

and in general saw no reason for study-

gained some experience in designing and

ing mathematics. Grades went up for

constructing useful structures from

both students.

them. They discovered that a group is

Packaging & Other Structures

greater than the sum of its parts, because
they saw how group members could
stimulate and reinforce one another's
ideas. They also gained experience in

Learning About Structures, Preparing
for the Science Fair, and Solving a
Storage Problem by Michael Gatton

both written and oral presentation.
Perhaps most important, Sandra felt
they had discovered that they had the
power to improve their own environment.

Michael Gatton taught science to
sixth- through eighth-grade students
at I.S. 143 in Washington Heights,

Students explored how purpose
affects the design of a structure.
They learned how to locate and use
recyclable materials in class projects.
They learned the advantage of
staying on task and of sharing job
responsibilities. Students discovered
there are many ways to solve a
problem and that brainstorming
and the sharing of ideas can simplify
the process.
Students also learned how to
write clear, concise, and complete
reports. The presentation component
gave them the opportunity to develop
and enhance their listening, speaking
and questioning skills.
Students were also involved in
an experience where they were in
control. The activity was a project
for investigation and exploration,
not just another routine assignment.
Mathematics and technology can be
used creatively to solve problems.
The students learned that they can
have power over their surroundings.

New York City. He was an experienced
science teacher who was required to use
some materials from Insights, a science
curriculum package. He was also
responsiblefar preparing his students
far the district Science Fair.

Michael developed and implemented this unit after doing the "Structures"
module from Insights. He involved his
students in designing and building a
badly needed storage unit for their
book bags. In preparing for the design
of this storage unit, each of his six
groups did a controlled experiment
that served as the basis for a Science
Fair project. The results of three of
these experiments provided data that
the students used in their storage unit
designs. As a whole, this project offers
a model for integrating scientific analysis
with technological design. Michael's
story begins with the logistics of his
sixth-grade class, his selection of
material, and the requirements of the
sixth-grade science curriculum.

The Problem
The sixth grade in my school doesn't
fit neatly in either the "elementary"
school or the "middle" school category. The students have an official classroom where most of their subjects are
taught, which is the elementary
school model. On the other hand,
each subject is taught by a different
content area teacher, which follows
the middle or junior high school
model. They do travel to different
rooms for certain subjects, but this is
due more to the overcrowded conditions in our school than to some logical scheme. Other teachers and other
students use our room throughout the
day, and my students must periodically pack up and move to another room.
Some major problems result from
the multiple use of the room. If my
students leave their materials in the
classroom, they could be stolen or
"borrowed" by other students who
use our room. There is sometimes an
adversarial relationship between my
students as they put things away
before leaving the classroom and the
students and/or teachers who are trying to get into our room for the next
lesson. Complicating matters is the
school policy that closets are to be
locked in the morning and not opened
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until dismissal. These closets are supposed to be used exclusively for jackets
and caps. Of course, students
frequently leave books or papers in the
closet, and have to interrupt another
class to retrieve them.
Clearly, what is needed is a storage system that offers both easy
access to the students as they exit or
have to retrieve something, and security so that their things will not be
taken. With these two goals in mind
we set out to design a structure that
would fulfill those needs.

Material
What material should we use to make
our storage structure? We decided to
use cardboard, because it is easily
available and free of cost.
However, there are a number of
characteristics of corrugated cardboard that make this material difficult
to use. It is not easy to cut straight
without a box cutter or similar sharp
blade. It warps when wet with glue.
It has to be recycled in the school,
which creates a lot of extra work for
the custodian in terms of stacking and
tying the odd-shaped scraps. It can
be quite strong when folded into
the box configuration but individual
pieces bend quite easily. It is not so
easy to find large pieces for a fullsized unit such as we designed. These
were problems we would have to
address together.
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Sixth Grade Science

The Design Challenge

Our sixth-grade science curriculum
consists of three kits designed by
Insights and covering three different
areas: earth science, physical science,
and life science. Our module for
physical science is called "Structures."
The unit focuses on some key concepts
in structural design such as structural
components, loads, materials, and
shapes. In preparation for this project
we did extensive work in the Insights
curriculum on the concepts mentioned
above. A weakness of this unit, however, is its reliance on models of big
structures such as buildings and
bridges. Students do not have an
opportunity to design a real-world
structure for their own use. I decided
to add this element to the structures
curriculum.
An additional key feature of our
science program is the annual I.S.
143 Science Fair, which is fairly
traditional. Students are expected
to conduct and present a controlled
experiment that is related to some
part of their science curriculum. The
design challenge of building a strong
cardboard structure presented a
wealth of possibilities for Science Fair
projects. Here are the kinds of questions we could try to answer through
controlled experiments:

To motivate the students I began by
discussing their frustrations in moving
from room to room. On average, this
movement occurs three times per
day, including lunchtime. Typically,
my students would travel to another
room for computer lab, for reading
lab, for gym or for social studies. At
the end of the day there is usually
an after-school program that uses
our room and makes it impossible
for students to leave materials in
their desks.
I asked if they were getting tired
of carrying their books around all day,
and of coming in every day to find
paper or pens missing from their
desks. I informed them that if they
were interested, we could design and
build some storage units to hold their
belongings and make life a little easier
for them. They definitely liked the idea.
The challenge, then, was to
design a system of storage units out
of cardboard that would be strong
enough to support the load of some
full book bags and a few other items,
provide a certain amount of security,
be easily accessed and not be an
eyesore.

• Which cardboard should
we use?
• How could we laminate the
cardboard to make it stronger?
• Which type of glue would
work best?
• How should we attach the
shelves?
• What shapes should we use for
the columns and beams?

Establishing Criteria
We held a brainstorming session
about criteria. The most important
criteria that we came up with were
as follows:
• Each compartment should hold
the size and weight of a full
book bag. A book bag could
weigh as much as 20 lbs., and
be as big as 60 cm. x 45 cm. x
30 cm.

Packaging &: Other Structures

• There should be six compartments per unit.
• Doors of some kind should be
provided for security.
• They should permit easy access.
• Their locations in the room
should allow traffic flow.
• They should look nice and neat.
We decided to keep the bottom
compartment empty so that no one
would have to get down on the floor
to get his or her stuff. The size of
each compartment was dictated by
the size of a large book bag.
In deciding on security, we all
realized that cardboard would be
fairly easy to break into if anyone
really wanted to. On the other hand,
two of the storage units used to hold
my personal materials were never
locked and nobody had bothered
them all year long. It seemed that
theft would not be an issue unless
the items were out in the open and
easy to get to. So we thought that a
simple door with some kind of latch
would work fine for our needs.

Designing the Storage
Units
After we came up with the criteria
and the material, our design options
were fairly limited. If you want a
structure of certain dimensions built
of cardboard and having a certain
number of storage spaces and offering a certain amount of security, you
are pretty much locked into a basic
shelf unit design. Nonetheless, I didn't tell students this. I simply asked
them to design a structure on paper,
which would fit our criteria. They all
looked pretty much the same: a basic
enclosed rectangular shelf unit. (See
Figure 4-39.)

4-39: Design of shelf unit

---+-------1-----------

········-·· ...... -----·--·
.. ,. ···-·--·--

The next step would be to make
the drawings to scale. The goal was
to create a scale model so that the
students would see some of the
problems we would face. Then we
could come up with some strategies
for creating the real thing. I had to
make the decision, in the interest of
time, to simply give students the
scaled down measurements. I have
taught scaling to another class, in
the context of scale maps, and it is a
difficult concept for them. Teaching
students how to scale might have
taken another week or two in itself.
Instead, I demonstrated for them
what we were doing when we scaled
down, but I did not expect them to be
able to reproduce what I had done.

I was surprised that the students
had no idea how to go from the scale
drawing to a scale model. I had
thought that by discussing the sizes
of the various parts of the unit, it
would be obvious how to measure
the pieces and cut them out. To my
surprise, some of the groups started
randomly measuring pieces of cardboard with no regard for the scale
drawings. Others ignored the scale,
abandoned all attempts at measuring
and seemed to be trying to mold the
entire unit out of a single piece of
cardboard. I was beginning to realize
what a complete lack of experience
my students have in building things,
or in understanding how things are
built.
As teachers often do, Michael had

Making Scale Models

taken it for granted that his students

From the basic design we discussed
the idea of putting together a scale
model. That way, we could all see in
3D what our shelf units would look
like and get some sense of how to
put the units together.

would know some basic procedures
that turned out to be entirely new to
them. He backtracked and did a bit of
"reverse engineering." He had them
look at manufactured items around the
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classroom, as examples of how structures are put together. In looking for
structures to study, one never has to
go very far!
I stopped the lesson and went
around the room pointing to structures and discussing how they are
manufactured from parts that are
assembled to make a whole. We discussed each of the parts that were
needed to build our model shelf
units. We wrote down both the
dimensions and the number of parts
required. For example, we needed
two side pieces that would be 27.7
cm. x 6.9 cm. I then discovered that
they didn't know where to begin
with creating a rectangle. I had to
demonstrate how to measure and
draw a rectangle.
After we completed cutting out
our pieces, we assembled our scalemodel units and discussed some of
the problems that we would face
when building the real thing. (See
Figure 4-40.) For starters, our model
units were fairly strong due to the
sizes of the pieces. When we were to
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build a larger unit, however, the
cardboard would not maintain the
same relative strength. This meant
we would need some way of laminating pieces of cardboard together to
make stronger, thicker pieces.
We needed some way of supporting the shelves. We also thought
about how we might incorporate
some supporting columns and how
we might change the shape of the
shelves to make them stronger. We
decided that tape would make for an
ugly structure, and decided that we
would use only glue and cardboard.

In making and thinking about the
scale models, a number of issues came
up that could only be resolved by some
systematic testing. These tests would also
be the basis for Science Fair projects. But
first, the students would need to understand the need for controlling variables,
and develop the concept of a "fair test."
Michael recognizes that students are
unlikely to learn these principles just by
being told to follow them. They have to

Testing Variables
The problems that we identified in
building models led us to test some
variables in order to discover the best
design for our shelves. This is where
Science Fair projects naturally fit in.
Students were assigned to groups and
each group was assigned one of the
following research questions:
1. How do different types of glue
affect the strength of a laminated
shelf?
2. How do different ways of laminating cardboard affect the strength of
a shelf? For example, should the ribs
of the two pieces of cardboard be
oriented the long way, the short way,
or some of each? (See Figure 4-41.)
3. How do different types of cardboard affect the strength of a shelf?
4. How do different shapes affect the
strength of a shelf?
5. How do different types of triangles
affect the strength of a truss?

6. How do different types of supports
affect the strength of a shelf?

see the need for themselves.

.
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The concepts of a controlled experiment are not easy to grasp and
instruction in this area is an ongoing
process. I had already done an
experiment connected to the Insights
module as a neat way of teaching
the basic elements of a controlled
experiment. (See "How Does the
Shape of a Column Affect Its
Strength?" in Chapter 3, "Activities.")
These concepts include independent
and dependent variables, constants,
data collection, and so on.
I usually try to give my students
a concrete experience first which
I hope demonstrates the need for
certain vocabulary. So we build
vocabulary on top of the experience
and I can always refer back to the
experience for review. Because I
teach most of my students for three
years, I planned to spend a great
deal of time with them in sixth grade
learning how to do a Science Fair
experiment. I expect that they will
do more and more of their own work
in the seventh and eighth grades.
Before students began their
Science Fair projects, I again
reviewed the requirements for a fair
test. In response to my review questions they seemed to get most of
the concepts, at least in the abstract.
In practice, however, students had a
hard time identifying variables in
their own tests and needed a lot of
prodding to keep all the variables
constant except for their independent
variable.
Although I repeatedly reminded
students about controlling variables,
and they kept reassuring me that
they had done so, I deliberately
allowed them to make mistakes. For
example, a group of students con-

4-41 : Testing lamlnatlon methods

ducted an experiment on which
type of glue would make the
strongest laminated shelf. With my
guidance they kept the size of their
pieces constant and then glued the
pieces together to form laminated
beams. They tested the load capacity
and declared that Elmer's
School Glue was the strongest.
"Great," I said. "How much of each
type glue did you use?" "Uh-oh. We
didn't measure the amount of glue."

So they had to redo the experiment keeping the amount of
glue constant. Every group had at
least one obvious variable that they
initially neglected to control. In
each case we discussed the problem
as a class in terms of what constitutes
a fair test. It is a time-consuming
approach, but it's really the only
way students will grasp the idea of
controlling variables.
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When the Science Fair projects
were finished, we discussed how to
incorporate the findings into the
construction of our shelf units. In
some cases the results were inconclusive; in others, we simply decided
not to use the particular variable.
For example, the shape of the shelf
couldn't really be changed, and it
would have been impractical to use
trusses to support the shelves.
While some of the experiments
didn't turn out to be so useful to
the design project, others were.
Here is an excellent example of
how science inquiry, using a controlled experiment, can inform a
technological design. The results of
the experiments on glue, lamination
method, and support method really
contributed valuable information:
1. A nice outcome of the glue

experiment was that the most
readily available glue turned
out to be the strongest:
Elmer's School Glue.
2. The experiment on laminating
cardboard pieces was very
instructive. The laminate in
which all the "ribs" are running
the same way (along the
length, not the width, of the
beam) was the strongest
combination for making a
shelf or beam.

3. Also very useful was the experiment on which supports work
best for holding up a shelf.
Here we found that a simple
strip of cardboard, glued to the
back and sides of the storage
unit, provided the most support.

Final Product
With the results of our tests in hand,
and with time rapidly slipping away,
we decided to create a single shelf
unit. Each group produced a laminated shelf. The first groups finished
were assigned to laminate the side
and back pieces and make the support
strips. Then, just as we had done
with the model units, we assembled
the pieces to make a whole unit.
Of course, with such a large
piece, the assembly part proved a bit
more involved and required several
stages. As this was our first unit, we
weren't quite sure what order to
follow, and there could easily have
been a better way. If we had time to
produce a second unit, we would
definitely do some things differently.
Nonetheless, here's how we did it:
1. Lay the back and side pieces

flat on a table.
2. Measure and draw lines where

the support strips will be glued.
3. Glue the support strips onto

the sides and backs.
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4. When the support pieces are

dry, glue the edges of the back
and the sides where they come
together, place the shelves on
the support pieces (without
glue), and fold the side pieces
up and into their places. The
shelves are there to keep the
sides in place.
5. Use twine to hold the glued
sections together.
6. Place the shelf unit on the

floor, on its side, and use
weights to hold the pieces in
place. (See Figure 4-42.) Allow
it to dry. (The result is shown
in Figure 4-43.)
7. Glue the shelves to the support
strips. (See Figure 4-44.)

8. Make cardboard flaps and glue
them to the outside corners to
stabilize the unit.
(See Figure 4-45.)

Ideally we would have attached
doors to the unit. We would then
have tested the unit for strength and
made adjustments to the design. We
would then use the experience of
building a single unit to construct
five more units. Our plan proved
overly ambitious and I will suggest
ways to avoid this problem.
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4-42: Gluing the sides to the back, using the shelves to keep things In place

Overall, Michael was pleased with the

4-43: Back and sides,

outcome of the project. Besides pro-

showing support strips

ducing a useful piece of furniture and
six Science Fair projects, it had
engaged his students in learning math
and science in the context of a real
problem and given them a genuine
feeling of accomplishment. At the
same time, there had been many frustrations along the way, and the project
had taken considerably longer than he
had expected.
These difficulties were mostly
inevitable, because of the way in which
a design and construction project draws
upon such a wide range of skills and
concepts that students may not have.
As Michael points out at the end of
he following passage, many skills
and concepts that are taught in math or
science are never really learned until
students really have to apply them.
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4-44: Gluing shelf to support strip

4-45: Adding cardboard flap to
strengthen back-to-side joint

Frustrations
After we completed the scale drawings, we ran into a bit of a snag that
any teacher who wishes to do
this project must address. How does
one cut the cardboard? Here's the
dilemma: Box cutters are neat and
efficient, producing nice clean lines
rather quickly, but they are dangerous
and are not even allowed in many
school buildings. As I discovered,
you might also get tired of cutting all
those pieces of cardboard yourself.
On the other hand, any other method
that we tried proved slow and produced rough, aesthetically unpleasant
lines that might prove difficult
to glue.
Another problem came with the
actual construction of the scale models. Perhaps I should not have
been surprised that students lacked
the basic understanding of how
things are put together in the real
world. Many of them wanted to
mold the entire model out of a single
piece of cardboard and most of them
completely ignored the dimensions
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that we had agreed on. This was of
course a frustrating realization and
one of many such construction
problems that extended this project
beyond the original timeline.
Each task that I wanted students
to learn had at least one subtask that
they needed to learn before doing it.
So in the example above, I wanted
students to learn about controlling
variables, but I had to help them
measure the mass of a liquid in order
to do this. It's a frustrating realization
that students often do not come to
us with the prerequisite knowledge
that we expect them to have.
Then it becomes difficult not to get
caught in an almost infinite regression teaching what should be
prior knowledge. How many times
have I used science class to review or
even teach basic multiplication and
division because a science activity
requires students to perform averages?
I will provide the following list
of the necessary concepts and skills
that many of my students simply
didn't have, as I often discovered the
hard way:
• Measuring: using a ruler, scale,
graduated cylinder, triple beam
balance
• Right angles: for making good
rectangles, shelves, columns, etc.
• Place value: for reading a
metric ruler and working with
measurements
• Making data charts and graphs
• Multiplication, division, and
taking averages
• Making parallel and perpendicular
lines

Packaging & Other Structures

In many cases, I suspect the problem
is simply one of applying to a
real-world task the skills and concepts
that have been taught as abstractions
in math or previous science classes.
That's what makes these types
of projects so important, and why I
consider the time spent on this
project worthwhile. It brings math,
science, and technology together.

Streamlining

the Project

How could someone do this project
without spending almost half a year
on it? I believe that the idea of
building single large units does not
work well. It requires too much
teacher coordination and perhaps
too much material. If I were doing
this project over again, I would have
each student build his or her own
individual compartment and make
them stackable. This would eliminate
the need for large pieces of cardboard and would make lamination a
lot simpler. It would also tend to
keep everyone engaged and invested
in the project.
The potential problems I see for
this approach would be getting the
units to a standardized size and
construction. There will always be
some students who are less adept at
making things, and this will create
problems with lining up the units
and stacking them. I would also find
a way to let students do their own
cutting. There may be other ways of
cutting that we didn't consider.
There may be a way to make the
edges look nice after they have been
cut. It might be possible to use
papier mache or some other
technique to cover the cardboard
and hide the rough edges.

Evaluation of the Project
I was impressed with the final product.
It was a sturdy piece of furniture with
a lot of potential. There were mistakes
made in the construction that would
have been simple to correct if we had
continued. For example, the students
didn't always follow the rules for
laminating that we had agreed upon.
It showed in the strength of some
shelves. These shelves would need to
be stronger or they would need more
support in the front.
I found the experience of building
a shelf unit out of cardboard to be
both rewarding and frustrating.
It's rewarding to see certain students
who don't necessarily shine in an
ordinary classroom environment really
come through and perform enthusiastically in this type of activity.
One of my students, for example,
is diagnosed with ADD and normally
has trouble staying focused in class.
He probably worked harder than
anyone else on his part of the project
and produced a Science Fair project
almost single-handedly (the other
members of his group weren't as
enthusiastic). I also believe that my
students come away with a pretty
good idea of how to do a controlled
experiment, which I consider an
essential part of science education.
I believe that linking the Science
Fair projects to a design challenge
is an innovation that we will
add to the school-wide Science Fair
guidelines next year.
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